
Summer Term 1 -  Weeks 3-5  
Art project – take one picture 
 
Hello Year 5, 
I hope you are well.  Mrs. Sawyer has kindly organised some really exciting activities based 
on this year’s take one picture painting.  I will be sharing these activities in a three-week 
sequence.  Please read the information below with your parent or carer and siblings if 
possible, so that you can have a discussion about the painting afterwards. 
 
First of all here is a little reminder and introduction to the picture:  
 
Take One Picture 2020 – National Gallery Project – Art activities 
Every year the whole of Rhodes Avenue Primary School take part in the Take One Picture 
Project around this time of year. Each year a famous painting from the gallery collection is 
selected and primary schools across the UK are invited to explore and respond artistically. 
Schools can then send their artwork to the 
National Gallery where, if successful, it may be selected for the annual Take One picture 
exhibition. Rhodes Avenue has been very lucky to exhibit at the National Gallery twice in the 
last three years! 
 
If we were at school now children would be completing their undoubtedly rich and varied 
artistic responses to the image below. Sadly that is not the case this year….OR IS IT!? We 
would love to invite you and your children to explore this painting at home through the 
following questions and activities with a view to creating your own response(s) to this 
fantastic painting.  
 
So what’s it all about? 

 

The Battle of San Romano by Paulo Uccello 1438 - 1440 



This enormous painting is one of a series of three showing a battle that took place in Italy 
600 hundred years ago. This painting originally hung with the other two in wealthy 
household in Florence, Italy. 
 
Can you see the man in the centre, rearing up on a white horse and pointing his 
commander’s baton?  Instead of a helmet, he wears an elaborate hat made from red and 
gold fabric. He is one of the few figures whose face you can actually see, along with his 
page (the boy behind him carrying his helmet). The commander leads the charge of knights 
on horseback, lances raised. All charge from left to right except for one lone figure on the 
other side of the painting, fighting three men off with a hammer. 
 
This painting shows a battle between two cities, Florence and Sienna. 600 years ago in Italy, 
cities fought each other to be more powerful and own more land. On 1 June 1432 Florence’s 
soldiers fought against a much larger army of soldiers from Siena. For eight long hours the 
soldiers clashed, Florence charging three times at Siena. The heat in the heavy suits of 
armour must have been stifling, and an exhausted Florence would have lost, had 
reinforcements not arrived late in the day and Sienna ordered its forces to retreat. 
 
The man in the red hat is a professional army commander, he has been paid by the city to 
fight and win this battle against Sienna. If he wins the battle for Florence he will become 
rich and famous, a bit like a celebrity, if he doesn’t he will probably die. The red hat he is 
wearing is reward for winning so he wouldn’t have actually worn this in the battle. This red 
hat tells us that the painting was painted to celebrate the victory of Florence. 
 
Questions for discussion… 
 

 What do you think of the commander’s hat?  
 Would you be happy with this a reward for winning the battle?  
 Have you ever won a prize or a trophy? 
 Does this scene depict a real-life battle to you?  
 What do you think might be missing?  
 Why do you think the artist might have decided to miss out some of the more gory 

parts of a battle scene? 
 
 
Now that we’ve recapped our knowledge and had a discussion about the painting here are 
this week’s activities, below are some activities that you might like to have a go at.  There is 
no need to do them all!  Just have a go and see what takes your fancy.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Perspective 
 
Uccello has tried to make the painting appear three-dimensional, to give the impression that 
this is a landscape you could travel into. The broken lances on the floor have been carefully 
arranged to give a sense of linear perspective (parallel lines which converge at a point in the 
distance). They also create a rough grid, something which Uccello would have used to help 
him compose the picture, working out where each figure would go. 
 
Have a go at using perspective in drawing!   
 
Here are some great You Tubes to follow along to: 
 
• Draw a one-point perspective city scape 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twcFW0RyOO8  
 
• Draw a room in perspective (when you’re done you could collage in your own furniture 
from an old Ikea catalogue or magazine): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ZYBWA-ifEs  
 
• Here is a really fun (and quite easy) optical art activity. All you need is paper and a black 
felt tip!/optical art https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zypOlFzdyFE   
 
• More optical art activities! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNskHdOs7XE  
 
I hope you enjoy working with these ideas! I really look forward to seeing what you’ve made 
so please email me your art at rsawyer@rhodes.haringey.sch.uk as well as uploading it on to 
your seesaw account. I miss you all very much and hope that you and your families are well. 
 
Take care and Best wishes, 
Mrs. Sawyer ☺ 
 
Ps. feel free to email any art you have made or if you have any art related questions! 
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